Despite her close encounter with gun violence in the South Side, Bove, although a devotee of South Side living, like many other students has observed a noticeable increase in dangerous situations over the past few months.

Despite the citywide decline in crime over the past decade, the recent uptick in gun violence in the South Side flats has provoked concerns over personal safety for some residents.

Bove is not alone in her up-close encounters with the growing gun problem in the South Side. In May, senior Anthony Spinelli and his roommate discovered of an abandoned handgun in a potted plant on their porch. Upon the discovery Spinelli called the police who quickly arrived to confiscate the weapon, appreciative that Spinelli and his roommates had captured the moment the gun was left there on their Ring doorbell.

“Kind of eye-opening,” Spinelli said. “You hear about gun violence all the time, but then it was at your front door.”

Usually, Bove said, she and her roommate do not have too many worries for their safety given their apartment’s distance from heavily populated areas. But close calls like this, Bove said, come with the territory of living in the South Side.

“Are bound to be moments where you feel unsafe, but that’s just really the nature of the area,” Bove said. “The best you can do when trying to live here is look for a place like mine where there are doors with multiple locks or even security cameras if possible.”

Spinelli and his household invested in a Ring doorbell in part to “have an eye on what’s going on right outside.”

Still, residents like senior Isabel Barna, are quick to note that incidents like this are not a constant threat to all in the area.

“It completely depends where you live on the South Side,” Barna said. “The number of safety concerns tend to rise as the street numbers lower, according to Barna. She said there is an “unwritten rule” that anything lower than 10th Street is “unsafe” for students.

As a whole, the South Side has seen a steady increase in gun violence over the past calendar year. According to data provided by the Pittsburgh Office of Public Safety, gun violence in the South Side flats is on the rise this year. In 2019 and 2020, Pittsburgh Police responded to 44 instances of shots and 33 shots respectively. Already in 2021, with only seven months worth of data currently available, police have responded to 51 incidents of shots fired in the Flats — more than any other year in the nearly decade since the office began keeping track.

“It is definitely scary to think about when walking around,” Bove said.

Despite her close encounter with gun violence in the South Side, Bove, like many students, said top-notch safety was not her foremost reason to live in a hot spot. “It’s my senior year of college. I want to be close enough to campus to attend class in person but far enough away to be able to explore the city and enjoy some freedom,” Bove said.

“I wanted some place that would be close enough to campus to attend class in person but far enough away to be able to explore the city and enjoy some freedom,” Bove said.

“It’s my senior year of college. I wanted to live in a hot spot,” Barna said.

Additionally, the night life, amenities, restaurant scene, accessibility to campus and — above all — affordability, make the South Side very appealing for student living.
 Shots of fear can't scare students

The past year has seen a spike in reported shots fired in the South Side. In the first eight months of 2021, more shots were reported than any other year on record.

The Pittsburgh Office of Public Safety’s data shows that reports of gunfire are most common on the South Side on Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings. Subsequently, on high traffic weekends like Halloween, Chief Hart said DUPS and the Pittsburgh Police will have a "large uniform presence on the South Side."

Still, the university is taking several preventative measures to assist in student safety this weekend. In an email sent to all students, Doug Frizzell, senior vice president for student life, provided a long list of university endorsed and sponsored events over Halloween weekend.

Frizzell also cautioned students to exercise good judgement and to apply to the South Side — even those students who may feel unsafe walking alone, particularly at night. However, this service is primarily limited to campus, according to Gabe Welsch, vice president of marketing and communications.

"This is great for now, but I couldn’t live there my whole life," Barna said.

Spinelli also said plans on living in the South Side for at least another year.

"None of us (Spinelli and his roommates) really have any motivation to leave," he said.

Although the three, like many others, share a deep love for South Side living, neither Bona, Barna nor Spinelli are blind to the potential danger of their beloved neighborhood.

"It’s just so important to be constantly aware of your surroundings," Bova said.

She and her roommate do what they can to avoid dangerous situations whenever possible: They frequently travel in pairs — especially at night — carry mace at all times and alert others in campus clubs in order to promote walking alone. Once they return home, Bova and her roommate deactivate the security system. Barna also carries mace with her and adopts similar practices when walking home.

Both Bova and Barna started utilizing these measures when they moved off-campus because the usual safety mechanisms in place on the Bluff do not always apply to the South Side — even for Duquesne students. On campus, Duquesne Public Safety offers a 24-hour escort service designed to transport students who may feel unsafe walking alone, particularly at night. However, this service is primarily limited to campus, according to Gabe Welsch, vice president of marketing and communications — leaving students living in the South Side largely outside the protection of campus.

"As far as the South Side goes, DUPS does not have jurisdiction to actively patrol there, so we focus our efforts mostly on campus," said Duquesne Police Chief Kevin Hart.

"Through our great partnership with the Pittsburgh Bureau of Police, DUPS is often called to respond to the South Side to assist city police officers dealing with Duquesne University students for various reasons," he said.

The DUPS Police officers in the South Side, according to Chief Hart.

"Despite the potential danger, students like Bova, Barna and Spinelli are happy to call the South Side home. These things have happened, but they're not going to scare us or scare students," Bova said.

Despite the growing concern surrounding gun violence in the South Side, many students are not looking to move out of the area, citing cost and convenience.

"I do really enjoy living in the South Side, Barna said. "It’s great for now, but I couldn’t live there my whole life.""
Under the new Bridge curriculum, students in the McAnulty College of Liberal Arts will no longer be required to take foreign language classes or demonstrate any proficiency in a foreign language.
Men’s soccer wins regular-season home finale

SPENCER THOMAS
staff writer

The Duquesne men’s soccer team snuck past Wright State, 2-1, in Tuesday’s non-conference contest at Rooney Field after a self-inflicted error by Wright State in the game’s final minutes.

With the Atlantic 10 Conference tournament quickly approaching, Head Coach Chase Brooks saw the game as an opportunity to rest some regular starters. Leading scorer Maxi Hopfer was absent from the lineup, with his minutes being split among reserve players.

Players braved the rainy, windy, 48-degree night with gloves and long sleeves, but the offenses took a while to warm up, and the teams entered the locker room at halftime in a scoreless deadlock.

Despite the lack of goals, the first half was not without its moments. After feeling each other out for roughly the first 10 minutes, Duquesne was able to spark some offense. In the 11th minute, Luke Alesci scooped a shot from 15 yards out that banged off the goal’s right post.

The Dukes’ offensive pressure continued throughout the half, resulting in a pair of corner kicks and a total of eight shots. However, only one required Raiders goalkeeper Sebastian Jimenez to make a save.

After not getting a single shot off in the game’s first 25 minutes, the Raiders began to show some signs of life. Wright State Head Coach Jake Slemker removed all four of his starting forwards from the game with 16 minutes to go before halftime, hoping to ignite his offense. The offense was finally able to connect some passes in the final third and managed seven shots and a corner kick before the break.

The best opportunity for the Raiders came with two minutes remaining in the half. A perfectly touched pass sent Wright State forward Joe Kouadio in on goal with little resistance. Duquesne’s Eric Zech attempted to turn away the attack and, despite being backed up against his own goal, extended for a tackle and cleared the ball from Kouadio. It was a goal-saving play on the defensive end.

Once the second half kicked off, the offenses exchanged chances (and goals). Nearly 11 minutes into the second half, Wright State’s Alex Hummel ran it down the right side before finding Reece Allbaugh with an outsweeping cross. As he was mere yards from the goal, Allbaugh had to do was deflect the ball and put it in the back of the net.

Wright State’s lead was short-lived, however. Just under two minutes later, Duquesne’s Ryan Goodhue stepped up to the corner flag and launched the ball to the six-yard box at the middle of the goal. Jordy Lopez broke from his man, found some space and aimed a header toward the bottom-left corner of the net. He made perfect contact, curving the ball away from the outstretched gloves of Jimenez.

Lopez had only played 48 minutes all season prior to Tuesday’s game, but that move gave him his first-career goal, while also helping the Dukes even the score at 1.

“We practice set pieces a lot,” Lopez said. “I saw the ball come in, almost like slow motion, and got lucky with a goal.”

Both teams continued to trade opportunities throughout the remainder of the game, but neither could break the tie. At least there was the case until there was just 1:30 remaining on the clock.

Duquesne’s Kendall Newman stole the ball from a Raiders midfielder and led Jordan Livits up the right side with a beautiful feed. Livits followed the pass and hurled an attempted slide tackle before collecting the ball and turning toward the goal.

From the end corner of the six-yard box, he aimed to send a cross on the ground to Lopez. Another Raider defender slid in, aiming to break up the cross. Instead, he deflected it into his own goal, giving Duquesne a 2-1 lead with 1:15 remaining.

Like Lopez, Livits had played sparingly throughout the season. Nonetheless, he also made his minutes count.

The Dukes were able to run out the clock and secure the victory. It was not lost on Brooks that his two goal scorers logged a combined 90 minutes of playing time prior to Tuesday’s win.

“I give those two credit because they’ve battled, and they’ve worked hard all season,” Brooks said. “They played a position to have those moments right there, and that was nice to see.”

Duquesne finished its home slate with a 7-0-1 record. It marks the fourth undefeated campaign at Rooney Field in program history and the first since 2011.

In its last regular-season game before potentially earning a spot in the conference tournament, Duquesne will wrap up A-10 play with a game at Dayton on Saturday.

Women’s soccer finishes season, players reflect

BRENTARO YAMANE
staff writer

The Duquesne women’s soccer team wrapped up its season with two losses in Atlantic 10 Conference action against George Washington (Thursday) and St. Bonaventure (Sunday). The Dukes lost five consecutive A-10 games against Massachusetts, Rhode Island and St. Bonaventure, the Dukes held a 1-10 lead. However, each of those leads turned into 2-1 losses — losses that contributed to Duquesne missing the conference tournament.

For the 12 players who are in their final year and were honored prior to Thursday’s game against George Washington, this is the end of the road when it comes to playing soccer.

Despite the struggles that the team endured this year, final-year athletes like goalkeeper Megan Virgin and regular starters who didn’t play in Tuesday’s win.

As a freshman, MacKenzie Leeder found her home field was so far away.”

With her career behind her, Schutter said she learned a lot about herself. One of those things was learning how much she enjoyed being on a team and working with others.

“I made all of my closest friends at Duquesne by playing soccer,” Schutter said. “The fact that we got to play together was just a bonus. We helped each other in so many ways over four years.”

Players that will be returning have already turned their attention toward 2022.

Jaini Araujo, who started 11 games this season, is noticing what she improved on during the season and is already looking at what she can do better during the offseason.

“I thought I did well creating chances for my team to get in dangerous positions around the goal. And, even though it was a tough season for our team, I did my best to keep everyone motivated and driven to be better,” Araujo said. “One of the biggest things I would like to improve on would be staying healthy [a knee injury forced her to miss four games]. I also want to improve on different one-on-one moves to the goal to hopefully score more goals next year.”

As a freshman, MacKenzie Leeder found her way into the starting lineup 15 times. As she experienced the transition from soccer at the high-school level to soccer at the college level, she appreciated what her coaches and teammates did to make that transition seamless.

Leeder is also looking to grow as her role on the team grows heading into next season.

“I’d like to improve on getting faster, stronger and even getting my game IQ up, just knowing when to challenge someone one-on-one,” Leeder said. “Even knowing where the best pass for me is or pressuring someone is something to improve upon.”

As players continue to figure out what they can do better, both individually and collectively, the team is focused on finding a way to get back to the conference tournament after failing to qualify in each of the last two seasons. It’s giving Araujo and her teammates extra motivation.

“Our team is full of girls who want to be the best and are willing to put in the work to get there,” Araujo said. “We hit a rough patch this year, but I have a lot of faith in my teammates and our ability to be the best in the conference.”

Duquesne finished its season 8-5-3.

“We’re hungry for a ring,” Araujo said. “Don’t count us out.”
Football falls to SHU in pivotal NEC contest

LuKE Henne sports editor

The Duquesne football team was unable to avenge last season’s Northeast Conference title game defeat at the hands of Sacred Heart, as the Pioneers fell to the Pioneers, 31-13, on Saturday.

The loss, which was Duquesne’s first since the season’s opening week, forced the Penguins to surrender control of their own destiny. With each team having one conference loss — and the Pioneers holding the head-to-head tiebreaker — Duquesne would need at least one more loss from Sacred Heart to move ahead in the standings. The 18-point defeat saw Duquesne take a 13-7 lead into the locker room at halftime. However, the Penguins capitalized on their chances, scoring 24 unanswered points en route to a second consecutive victory over the Dukes.

During his weekly “Coaches Show” program, Head Coach Jerry Schmitt said that the team’s offensive attack did not do enough to keep up throughout the course of the game.

“We were not able to execute enough on offense to move the football and to keep them off the field,” Schmitt said. “Obvi-
ously, if you’re not moving the football, you’re not putting it in the red zone and threatening to score.”

Duquesne’s offense converted on just two of its 11 third-down attempts. The Dukes also outgained the Penguins in first downs by a 28-7 mark, while maintaining possession for nearly two-thirds of the game (38:03 to 21:57).

Schmitt was proud of his defense’s effort but knew it could only withstand so many tests.

“When you get to that point where the offense is going three-and-out a number of times, you give them [Sacred Heart] the oppor-
tunity to play the football, and our defense wore down,” Schmitt said. “That’s not an excuse, but we’re stressed with injuries and depth. Guys were playing their hearts out and doing a really good job until that fourth quarter.”

Sacred Heart’s potent offensive production was highlighted by running back Malik Grant, who rushed for 194 yards and two touchdowns on 34 carries in the victory.

Duquesne seemed to swing the momentum early, as running back Garrett Owens broke away and rushed for a 75-yard touchdown on the team’s second play from scrimmage.

“They’re gonna eat the inside gaps, and it was an inside running play,” Schmitt said. “He made a nice play, bouncing to the outside, made the safety miss. He made a nice move, and then his speed took over. Cyrus Holder did a great job screening and block-
ing down the field.”

Sacred Heart tied the game with an eight-play drive that lasted just under four minutes and ended with a 12-yard rushing touchdown from Rob McCoy.

Field goals on consecutive drives at the end of the first quarter and the start of the second quarter from Duquesne kicker Andrew Smith gave Duquesne the lead at the time being.

Darius Perrantes, who emerged as the team’s starting quarterback following Joe Mixscher’s injury during the season’s opening week, left Saturday’s game with a knee injury of his own.

“[Perrantes] got banged up a little bit there. We’re hoping that he’ll be back,” Schmitt said. “We haven’t got the report yet. He’s doing some rehab here early in the week.”

Before the injury, Perrantes struggled, only managing to complete seven of 16 pass attempts for 45 yards and an interception.

“His play was not as efficient and effective as it had been the past couple weeks,” Schmitt said. “He’s young in our system. He’s had some really good football games. He’s a talented young man, but when you play a talented defense like that, a veteran defense ... you have to execute and do it with detail and make good decisions.”

Schmitt was displeased with his team’s lack of composure throughout the game. Duquesne gave Sacred Heart 126 yards via 14 penalties, while the Pioneers committed just two penalties for a modest 15 yards.

“We certainly have to be more disciplined. That’s not how we play. That’s not how we have played,” Schmitt said. “We have to handle those things better, but it was a challenge because when you’re getting in a tough game like that, and the calls are all going to your side, then it’s tough to keep your poise.

“The way you beat that and the way you beat the calls you believe are not going your way is to go to the scoreboard and win the football game.”

Following the loss to Sacred Heart, Duquesne will now look ahead to Saturday’s home matchup with Saint Francis (Pa.). Like the Dukes, the Red Flash are 2-1 in NEC play, making the game that much more meaningful.

Duquesne has won three consecutive overall meetings against SFU. The Pioneers have not dropped a home game against the Red Flash since Nov. 7, 1992.

Penguins weathering early-season injuries, absences

Grace Heidinger staff writer

Despite being without arguably two of the best players in the entire National Hockey League (Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin), the Pittsburgh Penguins have held their ground and managed to win games without top talent.

Although the Penguins fell, 5-1, to the Tampa Bay Lightning on Tuesday, Pittsburgh is currently 7-1-2 in the early part of the season.

In the offseason, Crosby underwent knee surgery.

“After the season-opening victory over Tampa Bay, the defending back-to-back Stanley Cup champions. A dominant, all-around team effort helped Pittsburgh leave Tampa with a 6-2 victory. The Penguins have already (temporarily) lost Jake Guentzel, Zach Aston-Reese, Tristan Jarry, Jeff Carter and Kris Letang at some point through adversity until they can get as close to full strength as possible.

With players set to return from Covid-19 protocol and working on securing a return from injury, the Penguins will continue to fight through adversity until they can get as close to full strength as possible.

The team is also the beneficiary of a generously crafted schedule. Thursday’s game against the Calgary Flames will be the fifth in an eight-game homestand for the Penguins.

It’s not often that homestands last that long, but it’s certainly an advantage for Pittsburgh as it looks to continue to earn points.

Fans depart from PPG Paints Arena following Pittsburgh’s 5-2 victory over Chicago on Oct. 16.
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**Super Spooky Round-Up: A guide to haunted attractions**

**MOLLY CHAPMAN, staff writer**

As Spooky Season reaches its peak, haunted attractions are one of the biggest place-holders in people’s minds. Over the past week, I’ve attended four of the area’s haunted houses to tell you which ones are totally worth it, and which ones you should switch out for a horror movie.

The first attraction I went to was the Haunted Hills Hayride in North Versailles (about 45 minutes from campus), which was a field trip offered by Duquesne. My ticket, which cost $5, included the hayride, a haunted walk through the woods and a bonfire with the students that came to the event.

For the scare factor, I’d give the hayride a four out of 10. It was a lot of fun, but it was more funny than it was scary. The walk through the “Valley of Darkness,” was a little more frightening, filled with flashing lights and contraptions you walk through that seem to get smaller and smaller.

In addition, I would warn anyone that wants to visit these attractions that there are strobe lights. If you are prone to migraines or suffer from epilepsy, you probably won’t be a fan of this experience.

Tickets for the hayride and walk cost $20 on Fridays and Saturdays and $18 on Thursday and Sundays.

My second attraction of the week was the Scarehouse at the Galleria Mall at Pittsburgh Mills, which is about 30 minutes away from campus. I had to order tickets in advance, and although there were limited tickets for specific time slots, the line for 8 p.m. was extremely long when arriving for the 8:30 p.m. tickets. They do offer “R.I.P” tickets, so the group upgraded, skipped the line and were on our merry way into the haunted house.

Out of all of the attractions I have ever been to, this one was my favorite. It was all inside, so you don’t have to worry about the cold weather. There are some classics, like mannequins of mirrors, but it still contained the most gruesome imagery I’ve ever seen in a haunted house, such as mannequins hanging from the ceiling and with stakes through their stomachs.

The Scarehouse was the perfect mix between funny and frightening with a hint of disorientation, and I’d rate it a very confident 10/10.

Tickets for the Scarehouse are available online and cost $20.95 per person, while the R.I.P tickets cost $39.95.

My last night of haunted-house-hopping took place at the Tour-Ed Mine and Museum in Tarentum, roughly 20 minutes from Duquesne’s campus, where two attractions were located. The first one was the haunted mine.

The line was very long for this one, so if you want to check it out, make sure you get there early.

We arrived in the line at 8 p.m. and didn’t enter the mine until just after 10:30 p.m. The first part of the attraction was a haunted house, where they split your group up and send you off.

We all met up again at a mine cart, where they gave us hard hats, put us into the cars and rolled us into the mine. They sent each group into the haunted part of the mine, where we had to navigate our way back up to the surface.

Since I am extremely claustrophobic, being underground in an actual coal mine wasn’t exactly a lifelong dream I’ve had. But, as I felt the air getting colder and the rooms began opening up, I began to enjoy the experience more.

The best part of the haunted mine was the actors and actresses. There were so many times when I looked around and thought something was a mannequin and screamed when they got up and started following us. It made the experience even more frightening because at one point I figured out I couldn’t trust my eyes to tell me if something was going to jump out or not.

While my group loved it, I recommend not trying this if you hate small, underground spaces because it might take out a lot of the enjoyment like it did for me.

Tickets for the mine cost $20 per person (and they take cash and card), but the food vendor near the line only takes cash, so if you want to get some hot chocolate for your wait, you should probably bring a dollar or two in cash.

Finally, on the same premises was The Shadows, a walk through the woods with a bunch of people jumping out at you. Tickets were $15 per person, and the walk took about 20 minutes.

This line was very short, and there was a fire to keep you warm while you were waiting.

On the walk, there were witches, chainsaws and blaring horns, and it was overall just your classic haunted attraction.

One of my favorite moments on this walk was when we couldn’t open the door to one of the buildings, and someone from inside shouted “It’s a push door!”

When we walked into the shack, the actor jumped out and yelled at us to get out of his house, and our group all shouted back at him “you told us how to get in!”

The common theme of the actors and actresses for this part was that they were really funny while being terrifying, so I spent an equal amount of time laughing and screaming.

If you like haunted attractions, I would say you will likely enjoy yourself at any of these places. They’re no Headless Horsemen, but they do the job of getting you in the mood for Halloween.

---

**WEEK’S EVENTS**

**MSG Mad Scientist Mocktails**

Oct. 28 @ 8 p.m.

Go to the Nite Spot for free make-your-own mocktails!

**Harry Potter Week**

Oct. 28-29 @ 8 p.m.

Join the last few days of Harry Potter Week with a showing of Prisoner of Azkaban at Des Places on Thursday, Oct. 28 @ 8 p.m., and the Harry Potter Party Oct. 29 @ 5-7 p.m. in Towers MPR!

**Haunted Pittsburgh Ghost Tours**

Oct. 29 @ 8:30 p.m.

Purchase tickets for $5 in room 309 of the Union for an exclusive haunted tour of downtown Pittsburgh! The tour will start at the City County Building.

**Paint a Pumpkin**

Oct. 31 @ 8 p.m.

For a quaint Sunday night, enjoy your halloween at the Nite Spot with your own painted pumpkin!

---

**CAPRI’S KIND WORDS**

There is A LOT going on this weekend! Whatever way you choose to celebrate, make sure that you are in the right mindset.

Halloween can cause a lot of anxiety for a person who isn’t a fan of jump scares and crowded spaces, let alone trying to figure out if you’re comfortable in the environment you are in.

Always make sure you are surrounded by company that makes you feel safe. Sometimes, day-to-day life can be scarier than the movies, and it’s important that you are taking care of your mental and physical well-being when out and about on a night like Halloween.

Wear what makes you feel most yourself, surround yourself with good energy and celebrate in ways that will create memories you’ll be fond of in the future.

How you choose to spend your spooky Hallo-weekend is up to YOU!

It doesn’t have to be a horror story, so write your own.

— Capri Scarrell
The Duke Staff

Nothing rings in the Halloween spirit like a wind of nostalgia or curling up in a ball of fright. With various Halloween movies and short films popping up on streaming services, The Duke decided to choose our best selections and rate them according to how cozy/spooky they feel.

Andrew Cummings - The Shining
This classic Stanley Kubrick film premiered in 1980 and has haunted televisions ever since. I knew this movie was special from the very first scene. It opens with long aerial shots over Glacier National Park in Montana, while playing the iconic, haunting theme by Wendy Carlos and Rachel Elkind. The Shining is ultra-confident and laser-precise in the story that it wants to tell, and puts in the work to thoroughly develop a fascinating cast of characters. The tagline “all the while” and what it means to grow up. Colleen Hammond - Over the Garden Wall
This coming of age limited series first aired in 2014 and since then has become an annual fall watch for those looking for something a little off-beat. Featuring the voice acting talents of Elijah Wood and Christopher Lloyd, Over The Garden Wall follows the journey of two brothers lost in an autumn wood as they attempt to find their way back home. Along the way, they meet a truly absurd cast of characters and situations. However odd this alternative show may seem, it’s filled with fantastic music and tells a universal,,endearing story about family and what it means to grow up. Over the Garden Wall is available to stream on Hulu. Rating: More cozy than spooky

Emma Polen - Ghostbusters (the original)
This 1984 Halloween comedy still graces my TV screen every Halloween. I have fond memories of borrowing “Ghostbusters” from the library and watching it with my family despite being terrified of the slimy, green hotel ghost in the beginning of the movie. The ghosts were not all spooky, though. Stay Puft Marshmallow Man will always be one of my favorite movie villains. I love that iconic phrases such as “There is no Dana, only Zuul” and “Who you gonna call” are still referenced in pop culture today. Fans of the original like me can look forward to another remake/sequel, Ghostbusters: Afterlife, set to be released later this year. Ghostbusters is available to stream on Hulu. Rating: Halfway between spooky and cozy

Capri Scarcelli - Silence of the Lambs
Partially filmed in Pittsburgh, this psychothriller is framed around FBI agent-in-training Clarice Starling (Jodie Foster), who is asked to interview the mysterious, murderous psychiatrist behind bars: Dr. Hannibal Lecter (Anthony Hopkins). Though out of harm’s way, Lecter has connections to other serial killers on the run — and he’s the only one who can stop these innocent women from being killed. Abundant in detailed symbolism, uncanny foreshadowing and sickening plot twists, this movie is a slow burn in comparison to the stereotypical jump-scare phenomenon of horror films. However, the imagery is quite gruesome and disturbing to watch at points. A special showing of Silence of the Lambs will be held at Soldiers & Sailors Memorial Hall in Oakland on Friday, Oct. 29 of 6-8 p.m. with guest speakers and actors. Curled up in your living room, the movie is available for streaming on Amazon Prime Video. Rating: unsettlingly spooky

Kellen Stepler - It
It is absolutely creepy. Released in 2017, It is a coming-of-age horror film based on the 1986 novel It by Stephen King. Just knowing that the “king” of creepy stories, is somehow involved should hint to viewers that fear is coming. It tells the story of seven children living in Derry, Maine in the ‘80s and their encounters with Pennywise the clown. It only appears and haunts the kids as their worst fears. Eventually, the kids — dubbed “The Losers” — battle It while confronting and overcoming their fears. This is a rated R movie; watch “It” now on Hulu and HBO Max. Rating: Spooky

Zoe Stratos - Coraline
You probably think this movie is a dream come true... But you’re wrong! Brought to the silver screen by director Henry Selick, the classic children’s novel by Neil Gaiman follows the story of Coraline, a young girl whose family recently moved to the Pink Palace Apartments. Often neglected by her parents, Coraline finds herself longing for more attention, and she absolutely gets that when she’s transported to the “Other” world. Although not as creepy as it used to be when I was watching it at age 9, Coraline is scary in a different way now: It’s almost disturbing. Although we don’t know why the Other world exists within the Pink Palace walls, the Other Mother lures children into her world to collect their eyes and replace them with buttons. And the design of the Other Mother is enough to give anyone chills... shall I mention, the hand? This stop motion is enough to bring out the Halloween spirit in anyone, and is available for renting through Amazon Prime Video. Rating: A slightly unsettling spook
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**EDITORIAL**

**They’re here! Striking fear in moviegoers**

We all know the symptoms of fear: the goose bumps, the sweaty palms, the rapid heartbeat, the unexplainable urge to hide behind a pillow or your hoop. The experience of fear drives a psychological response almost unlike any other, but it’s tolerated differently by everyone.

Regardless of our so-called fear tolerance, there’s always the little screen before the movie begins telling us what it’s “rated.” But in reality, there’s no real system that encompasses the feelings of all 300 million Americans.

We live in a culture where fear of gore isn’t always accurate, and theaters and streaming services need to take more care to warn audiences of what they’re about to get themselves into when watching a film.

The history of Hollywood’s film censorship debates date back to 1909, the creation of “motion pictures” in 1895, after the filming and premiere of The Corbett-Fitzsimmons boxing match in 1897, several states passed a law imposing fines those who played the film.

As with any new type of technology, regulation is necessary to protect and warn Americans about what they’re viewing.

In 1967, Chicago was the first city to begin censoring films, allowing the police chief to issue permits for playing films. But as the roaring 20s swung through Hollywood, risqué and scandalous plots became a focal point in the early 1930s.

The MPAA rating program was designed to measure parental reactions. The ratings are established by a board of Los Angeles area parents — real mothers and fathers — who review the films.

FILMS ARE RATED

* G: General audience
* PG: Parental guidance
* PG-13: Parents, children under 13
* R: Restricted
* NC-17: Not a movie

The Basic ratings of G, PG, PG-13, R and NC-17 just aren’t cutting it anymore.

In horror films specifically, categorizing by the type of violence or gore would help viewers to know if they can handle it. Let’s be honest, a lot of us overestimate our tolerance of fear — and some of these images stick in our minds much longer than we’d like.

A prime example of the film industry’s abuse of the rating system is Steven Spielberg’s “Poltergeist,” which has horrified kids of the 80’s for years, despite its PG rating.

In Connie Bruck’s 2001 profile of Jack Valenti, the president of the MPAA, for the New Yorker, “Poltergeist” was originally an R rated film until Spielberg appealed to the MPAA stating it was “all threat and fantasy, no reality.” Knowing only that there contained some gore in the film, many watched, and to their horror, were met with much more.

For the past several decades, as the commercialization of Halloween became the cultural and commercially relevant, the need for the perfect costume captivated the minds of children across the country.

On the candy-filled night of the year, kids are able to transform into their favorite superhero, princess, mystical creature, animal or movie character. Growing up, many of us relished in finding the perfect costume.

But along with this quest came a slew of gendered costumes specifically labeled “boys” or “girls.” The narrative that certain costumes — or even clothes — are expected for one gender is incredibly limiting.

It teaches children that while they may not be able to be a certain character, they will never be able to fully identify with that character because of their gender. Subsequently, it limits the traits that children learn to associate with their gender.

Girls were the cannon of strong, female characters in children’s movies and TV shows is still developing past its long known truths. The annual Halloween costume search can lead young girls to feel uncomfortable in their skin if they don’t connect with standard female characters.

In contrast, young boys can pick up any idea about their gender as they are frequently presented with media that portray violence as the answer to all problems — in any Marvel or DC movie — or that they need to quiet their feelings in order to “make a man out of you” — aMuhammad.

While the world of cosplaying has been hijacked by gendering characters, it seems the rest of the costume-wearing population is finally catching up to a long-known truth: Clothing does not have a gender.

This is why the label “for kids” is a long overdue in the Disney universe — or any other costume manufacturer. As a major supplier of Halloween costumes, Disney is characteristically using its platform to advance the conversation on gender in a positive way.

This bold step goes a long way in teaching the time-honored mantra, “Be whoever you want to be.” With parents not getting hung up on a gendered label when purchasing Halloween costumes, it opens the door for more expression on the part of the child.

Instead of being forced to pick from a finite selection of “girls” or “boys” costumes, many children will likely gravitate to characters they feel more comfortable with, regardless of that character’s gender.

Children should be encouraged to dress up as whoever they like for Halloween. It’s a healthy way for them to explore their interests and hold onto the joy of pretending to be someone else, even if only for one evening that inevitably ends with a sugar crash. Costumes should always simply be for kids.

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

Letting kids be kids: costumes and creativity

For kids — This is the marketing on all of Disney’s child-sized Halloween costumes this year, and it is long overdue.

For the past several decades, as the commercialization of Halloween became culturally relevant, the need for the perfect costume captivated the minds of children across the country.

On the candy-filled night of the year, kids are able to transform into their favorite superhero, princess, mythical creature, animal or movie character. Growing up, many of us relished in finding the perfect costume.

But along with this quest came a slew of gendered costumes specifically labeled “boys” or “girls.” The narrative that certain costumes — or even clothes — are expected for one gender is incredibly limiting.

It teaches children that while they may not be able to be a certain character, they will never be able to fully identify with that character because of their gender. Subsequently, it limits the traits that children learn to associate with their gender.

Girls were the cannon of strong, female characters in children’s movies and TV shows is still developing past its long known truths. The annual Halloween costume search can lead young girls to feel uncomfortable in their skin if they don’t connect with standard female characters.

In contrast, young boys can pick up any idea about their gender as they are frequently presented with media that portray violence as the answer to all problems — in any Marvel or DC movie — or that they need to quiet their feelings in order to “make a man out of you” — aMuhammad.

While the world of cosplaying has been hijacked by gendering characters, it seems the rest of the costume-wearing population is finally catching up to a long-known truth: Clothing does not have a gender.

This is why the label “for kids” is a long overdue in the Disney universe — or any other costume manufacturer. As a major supplier of Halloween costumes, Disney is characteristically using its platform to advance the conversation on gender in a positive way.

This bold step goes a long way in teaching the time-honored mantra, “Be whoever you want to be.” With parents not getting hung up on a gendered label when purchasing Halloween costumes, it opens the door for more expression on the part of the child.

Instead of being forced to pick from a finite selection of “girls” or “boys” costumes, many children will likely gravitate to characters they feel more comfortable with, regardless of that character’s gender.

Children should be encouraged to dress up as whoever they like for Halloween. It’s a healthy way for them to explore their interests and hold onto the joy of pretending to be someone else, even if only for one evening that inevitably ends with a sugar crash. Costumes should always simply be for kids.

**EDITORIAL**

**They’re here! Striking fear in moviegoers**

In horror films specifically, categorizing by the type of violence or gore would help viewers to know if they can handle it. Let’s be honest, a lot of us overestimate our tolerance of fear — and some of these images stick in our minds much longer than we’d like.

A prime example of the film industry’s abuse of the rating system is Steven Spielberg’s “Poltergeist,” which has horrified kids of the 80’s for years, despite its PG rating.

In Connie Bruck’s 2001 profile of Jack Valenti, the president of the MPAA, for the New Yorker, “Poltergeist” was originally an R rated film until Spielberg appealed to the MPAA stating it was “all threat and fantasy, no reality.” Knowing only that there contained some gore in the film, many watched, and to their horror, were met with much more.

For the past several decades, as the commercialization of Halloween became culturally relevant, the need for the perfect costume captivated the minds of children across the country.

On the candy-filled night of the year, kids are able to transform into their favorite superhero, princess, mythical creature, animal or movie character. Growing up, many of us relished in finding the perfect costume.

But along with this quest came a slew of gendered costumes specifically labeled “boys” or “girls.” The narrative that certain costumes — or even clothes — are expected for one gender is incredibly limiting.

It teaches children that while they may not be able to be a certain character, they will never be able to fully identify with that character because of their gender. Subsequently, it limits the traits that children learn to associate with their gender.

Girls were the cannon of strong, female characters in children’s movies and TV shows is still developing past its long known truths. The annual Halloween costume search can lead young girls to feel uncomfortable in their skin if they don’t connect with standard female characters.

In contrast, young boys can pick up any idea about their gender as they are frequently presented with media that portray violence as the answer to all problems — in any Marvel or DC movie — or that they need to quiet their feelings in order to “make a man out of you” — aMuhammad.

While the world of cosplaying has been hijacked by gendering characters, it seems the rest of the costume-wearing population is finally catching up to a long-known truth: Clothing does not have a gender.

This is why the label “for kids” is a long overdue in the Disney universe — or any other costume manufacturer. As a major supplier of Halloween costumes, Disney is characteristically using its platform to advance the conversation on gender in a positive way.

This bold step goes a long way in teaching the time-honored mantra, “Be whoever you want to be.” With parents not getting hung up on a gendered label when purchasing Halloween costumes, it opens the door for more expression on the part of the child.

Instead of being forced to pick from a finite selection of “girls” or “boys” costumes, many children will likely gravitate to characters they feel more comfortable with, regardless of that character’s gender.

Children should be encouraged to dress up as whoever they like for Halloween. It’s a healthy way for them to explore their interests and hold onto the joy of pretending to be someone else, even if only for one evening that inevitably ends with a sugar crash. Costumes should always simply be for kids.
Covid-19 costumes have no place in Halloween

Capi Scarcelli
a&e editor

Halloween’s yearly masquerade allows individuals to characterize themselves however they’d like. But where is the line between creativity and insensitivity? Halloween costumes are primarily intended to entertain culture. Whether in the news or on our TV screens, there are bound to be references to current events. However, this can, at times, lead to cultural appropriation and sensitive topics to be worn as a garnish to Halloween’s festivities. Appropriated costumes can include, but is not limited to, any darkening of the skin, use of religious symbols, imitating Native American/Asian/African culture, and more. Insensitive costumes could also mean putting emphasis on politically-sensitive topics or cultural dissonance that could be imitating the Covid-19 pandemic. To understand the importance of political correctness on Halloween, we have to take a leap back into historical context of the holiday. In the early 1990s, America’s Halloween costumes were worn as a way to mock the uncanny and ward off evil spirits, according to NPR. With the goal to be in complete disguise, the stereotypical ghoul, golem, fairy or witch in Halloween, the already transitioned into pulling ideas from people in town—including people of poverty, persons with disabilities and people of color. To address issues with appropriation, the “People Not Costumes” movement was started three years ago in Phoenix by Native Americans. The movement attempts to highlight the annual “identity theft” performed by college campuses each Halloween, according to CNN. Dressing to imitate—fictionalized or not—perpetuates a kind of racism. Though not explicit, it is undeniable that this act of racism is harmful to those of a particular culture or ethnicity in their day-to-day lives.

NPR suggests people dress to imitate the quality of a character, not the culture they represent. This could mean wearing Beyoncé’s iconic “Lemonade” outfit instead of altering, hair/skin color, or wearing a Maui costume from “Moana” without the tattoos. This act shows appreciation for the culture without appropriating it.

The rule of thumb is simple: if you have to question it—don’t do it. And, if you still aren’t sure, ask someone of that culture whether or not a costume idea is okay. Open and honest communication is an important part of properly representing yourself for special events.

Since Halloween costumes are with the times, it must be noted that any iteration of Covid-19 itself is not to be worn, as millions of people have lost their lives. Dressing as the virus, vaccine cards, sexy nurses and; medical professionals are not an option for your night out. Just because you may cope with humor does not mean others do. Instead, combine Covid-consciousness with adaptive mask-wearing.

You could keep those around you safe by dressing as a mask, my, an “invisible man,” Michael Myers, Ghostface from “Scream” or any other costume concept that involves a face covering. This will get your point across as dressing in a time of a pandemic without crossing the line of offending someone who may have lost a loved one or knows someone who works in hospitals who have seen the anguish the virus has caused. Be creative, be bold, and safely celebrate a holiday of dress-up and laughter with friends. Be aware of your costume, and make sure that everyone is on the same page to ensure a comfortable environment for all.

Putting care in scare by reducing Halloween waste

Mia Lubrani
staff columnist

We all love Halloween and the endless laughs, candy, costumes and parties that come with it. Dressing up is a part of the annual Spirit Halloween—to go out and seeing what your friends choose to be is a right of passage. I personally spend hours picking my new costume each year, while my mother spends her free evenings picking out decorations and candies for the trick-or-treating.

All these yearly festivities are beloved Halloween traditions, passed down over cultures and generations. Although everything mentioned are integral parts of our holiday, they are not without their flaws.

The Halloween waste crisis has numerous moving parts. Candy, individually wrapped in plastic and aluminum wrappers, takes anywhere from 200 to 1,000 years to decompose in landfills, according to Tree Hugger. The pumpkin problem also hurts the planet in devastating ways. 1.3 billion pounds of pumpkin go to waste every year, according to a recent report by Tree Hugger. Reports that U.S. outsourcing $43.5 billion dollars worth of pumpkins also fuels the greenhouse gas emission.

Two thousand tons of plastic waste — just in costumes — are thrown out in just the United Kingdom every year, reveals the Guardian. In an age of Amazon and online ordering, the amount of plastic waste being thrown out this year will likely be thousands of tons globally.

The plastic waste stems from costumes, hats, wigs, masks, buckets, party decor, makeup and even pet costumes.

In costumes alone, 83% of the material used is oil-based plastic. Climate Solutions teaches about the dangers of oil-based plastic not being able to break down. The most common plastic polymer found in these costumes is polystyrene, making up about 60% of all materials wasted. The interaction with the plastics and the chemicals that come with them harm humans’ health and the environment.

The Guardian also shined light on the fact that less than 1% of material used to make clothing is recycled to create more clothing. Also, four in 10 costumes are worn only one time. Last year, $3.2 billion was spent on these barely used costumes, according to Budget Dumpster. As more people take to the Internet to purchase Halloween costumes, this plastic footprint of this holiday will continue to increase.

This year, according to Budget Dumpster, Americans are expected to spend over $2 billion on plastic Halloween decorations. Fake spider webs, mostly made of polyester, take a millennium to break down without posing as a huge threat for animals who might consume them.

There are ways that we can all come together to stop the plastic waste issue this upcoming Sunday. I believe if we try to actively stop ourselves, we can at least slow the waste of costumes, decor and candy wrappers.

To start off, we can fix the candy dilemma by making our own treats or sticking with an eco-friendly alternative of Hershey Kisses, bulk unwrapped candy, homemade granola, popcorn or soda cans.

Terracycle is another progressive business specializing in the recycling of wrappers to cut down on the problem. Terracycle says they are a “social enterprise eliminating the idea of waste.” They tackle a broad range of recycling issues allowing consumers to order a box and fill it to be sent back. They work in over 20 countries and with companies to help get rid of hard-to-recycle items.

To solve the “great pumpkin” debate, consider alternative solutions for your pumpkin other than the trash. Pumpkins can be eaten — consider using the flesh in soups, pies or sauces. Try composting or even leaving them in the wilderness for deer, squirrels and chipmunks.

This just in: we can reuse costumes! If your mom, dad, friend, grandma, cousin or even yourself transitioned into pulling any iteration of Covid-19 itself is not to be worn, as millions of people have lost their lives. Dressing as the virus, vaccine cards, sexy nurses and; medical professionals are not an option for your night out. Just because you may cope with humor does not mean others do. Instead, combine Covid-consciousness with adaptive mask-wearing.

You could keep those around you safe by dressing as a mask, my, an “invisible man,” Michael Myers, Ghostface from “Scream” or any other costume concept that involves a face covering. This will get your point across as dressing in a time of a pandemic without crossing the line of offending someone who may have lost a loved one or knows someone who works in hospitals who have seen the anguish the virus has caused. Be creative, be bold, and safely celebrate a holiday of dress-up and laughter with friends. Be aware of your costume, and make sure that everyone is on the same page to ensure a comfortable environment for all.

Put your decorations on display or in your home or dorm, make sure to use and continue reusing your decorations.

By implementing these solutions in any way, we can help the crisis of waste and continue having a spooky holiday with respect to the planet.
Harrowing tales from Duquesne University

Emma Polen

Duquesne University is home to a host of mysterious supernatural stories. Just ask Tom White, who is Duquesne’s archivist and curator of special collections. As an archivist, White said his job is to “document the history of Duquesne, that includes its folklore and legends.”

His expertise in local history and role as an archivist have allowed him to learn the haunted history of Duquesne’s campus. The following stories, told by White, are ghost tales that happened right here on the university’s grounds.

Laval House

A Walk used to be a cobblestone street passing through a white-collar community. The only remaining original structure from this time period is the Laval House, now home to Duquesne’s seminarians. There is no definite explanation for the apparition that makes itself known every now and then in the house, but it can be assumed that the ghost originally lived in Laval House when the building was a home for the wealthy, intellectual community before the Spiritans established the university.

Laval House was a shelter for many people from the Duquesne community over the years. At one point, Duquesne’s football athletes stayed in the house. During their stay, members of the team reported seeing a woman in black climbing up and down the stairs, and she seemed to be fond of a specific room on the left side of the upstairs.

Some students and staff also said they saw a woman in the upstairs window facing A-Walk. The woman in black has not been spotted in over a decade, but some report that she has been heard. Next time you go inside the Laval House, keep an ear open for mysterious soft footsteps from the upstairs, and creaking stairs and floors.

Des Places

Many people know that Des Places is haunted, but do you know the building’s tragic history? The earliest history of the building dates back to 1909, when the site was called the “Newsboys Home.” It served as an orphanage for young boys. The boys lived closely with one another, and when the 1918 Spanish Flu epidemic struck, the orphanage had many deaths.

Since Duquesne bought the building in 1961, there have been several reports that suggest the presence of one or more young boys who died when the building was still called Newsboys Home. Some reports included unusual prank-like behavior, glimpses of a young boy in the hallway and the sound of laughter from a young child.

The Duquesne Duke’s offices used to be housed in the old Des Places Building. One night, an editor was by themselves in the office and had laid out and organized all the pages on a table. He left the room for just a few minutes, but when he returned, the pages were reportedly stacked differently on a different table.

The original orphanage building was torn down, and rebuilt as the newest Des Places dormitories.

So, this may mean that Des Places’ young residents are gone for good. However, the dorm’s location is the same as the old Newsboys Home, and builders preserved the original cornerstone of the building.

Residents of the current Des Places building have reported the elevators opening and closing by themselves repeatedly -- along with a young boy’s laughter.

Old Main & Bayer Hall

Before the Spiritans moved to Pittsburgh, there used to be a surgical hospital atop the same hill where Old Main stands today.

In 1850, the hospital was owned by Dr. Albert G. Walters. Walters was an abolitionist, and his hospital was often a stop on the underground railroad for slaves moving along the Monongahela River.

A tunnel ran underneath the street through what is now the basement of Old Main. It most likely was used to hide slaves who sought refuge at Walters’ hospital.

One night, an escaped slave seeking refuge made it to Walters’ doorstep and collapsed, still in shackles. The man died soon after in Walters’ care.

During the Civil War, Confederate soldiers who were captured but severely wounded were first sent to Walters’ hospital to be treated. One Confederate soldier died in this hospital.

After Walters died in the 1870’s, his hospital was selected as the Spiritans’ new home. They moved the building to the other side of the street, which is considered the back corner of today’s Bayer Hall (then St. John’s Hall). Old Main was later completed in 1885.

Almost immediately after Old Main was finished, reports from both buildings came about strange, loud noises in the basement. Those who heard the apparitions all agreed that there were two sets of voices: one of the escaped slave and the other of the confederate soldier.

Both buildings were linked to these two men’s histories. St. John’s Hall was the original structure of the hospital and the other building, Old Main, was the original construction of Old Main’s basement.

Are these stories real?

Tom White says he has never experienced these Duquesne apparitions first-hand, but has been interested in the “unusual and mysterious aspects of history” for a long time. During his time at Duquesne, White has come across multiple supernatural reports spanning Duquesne’s history and prehistory.

Even if you are skeptical of the sources of these stories, White believes that their telling is worth the effort.

“Each story has existed for a long time,” White said. “It also helps to remember some of the history of the university... and sometimes ghost stories do that. They’re a form of history told in a more entertaining way.”

Editor’s Pick

Fall Pumpkin Cookie Recipe

Ingredients

- 1 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
- 2 tsp ground ginger
- 1 1/2 tsp ground cinnamon
- 1 1/2 tsp ground nutmeg
- 1/4 tsp allspice
- 1/2 tsp baking powder
- 1/2 tsp baking soda
- 1/2 tsp kosher salt
- 8 lbs unsalted butter at room temp
- 1 cup light brown sugar
- 1 large egg
- 3/4 cup pumpkin puree
- 1 tsp vanilla extract

Instructions

1. Preheat oven to 350°
2. Line two baking sheets with parchment paper
3. In a medium-sized bowl, whisk together flour, ginger, all spice, nutmeg, cinnamon, baking soda, baking powder and kosher salt
4. In a large bowl, beat together the butter and sugar until fluffy
5. Add the egg, pumpkin and vanilla extract to the large bowl and stir until blended
6. Combine the dry and wet ingredients and beat until it forms a batter
7. Scoop and roll the batter into small orbs and place on baking sheet
8. Bake for about 12 minutes before transferring to cooling rack

This fall favorite makes 2.5 dozen cookies and takes roughly 45 minutes to whip up. Leave time for cookies to cool fully before eating.